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Dear editor,

Object detection plays an important role in computer vision,

and has gradually become the technical foundation of many

applications. However, the inference procedure of advanced

detection models requires massive computational resources,

which makes it difficult to apply to resource-constrained

mobile or edge devices. To widely apply artificial intelli-

gence (AI), “Tiny AI” models that are both computation-

efficient and energy-efficient are becoming more and more

popular. In this study, we target at boosting small ob-

ject detection performance in lightweight detectors. Based

on the good practices of designing lightweight networks, we

propose TinyDet, which is a two-stage detector with high-

resolution (HR) feature maps for dense anchoring and open-

sourced at the website1). HR feature maps improve small

object detection ability but also bring much more computa-

tion cost. To ease the contradiction between resolution and

computation, we propose TinyFPN and TinyRPN by intro-

ducing a sparsely-connected convolution (SCConv) module,

which keeps both high resolution and low computation. Be-

sides, we observe that severe feature misalignment exists in

lightweight detectors. Small objects are much more sensi-

tive to such positional misalignment. By eliminating the

misalignment, the detection performance of small objects is

significantly improved.

Feature alignment. Convolution with stride 2 is widely

used to reduce the resolution of the feature maps. How-

ever, strided convolutions on even pixels may lead to fea-

ture misalignment. Assume that the kernel size is k, the

padding size is k−1
2

, and the feature map is with stride s

compared with the input image. As shown in Figure 1(a), in

the strided convolution, one padding pixel is dropped, and

the feature center is shifted by 0.5 pixels. When mapped

to the input image, the misalignment is s

2
pixels. The fea-

ture misalignment affects subsequent layers and accumulates

layer by layer. In TinyDet, six strided convolution layers

exist in the backbone network and cause misalignment of

0.5, 1, 2, 4, 8, 16 pixels, respectively. In FPN and RPN, the

accumulated misalignment is as large as 31.5 pixels. The

misalignment is negligible for large models with a high in-

put resolution, but significant for lightweight detectors with

a low resolution. Assuming the input resolution is 320×320,

the misalignment proportion is up to 31.5
320

≈ 9.8%, which

leads to severe mismatching between features and their spa-

tial positions.

To alleviate the feature misalignment, in TinyDet, we

adopt an average pooling layer before each strided convolu-

tion. As illustrated in Figure 1(b), the average pooling oper-

ation converts even pixels to odd ones and avoids asymmetry

in the strided convolution and corrects the misalignment.

And when optimizing the network, the adjacent convolution

layer and average pooling layer can be fused into a single

layer for better inference efficiency.

We adopt effective receptive field (ERF) maps [1] to vi-

sualize the misalignment of feature maps. As shown in Fig-

ure 1(a), we can observe that ERFs obviously deviate from

the geometric centers of corresponding anchors. By the av-

erage pooling layer, the misalignment is eliminated (Fig-

ure 1(b)). Small objects are much more sensitive to such

positional misalignment. By eliminating the misalignment,

the detection performance of small objects is significantly

improved.

High resolution feature maps and computation reduc-

tion. Owing to the computation cost limitation, previous

lightweight detectors usually adopt feature maps with low

resolutions for detection (19 × 19 in Pelee [2], 20 × 20 in

ThunderNet [3]). However, small feature maps have low spa-

tial resolution. Low-resolution feature maps cannot provide

spatially matched features for objects located in arbitrary
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Figure 1 (Color online) (a) Feature misalignment; (b) feature alignment; (c) model FLOPs vs. mAP on the COCO test-dev2017

set. TinyDet achieves higher mAP with less computation cost compared with other detectors. (d) The structure of TinyFPN and

TinyRPN.

positions, especially for small objects.

In TinyDet, we enable object detection on high-resolution

feature maps. We fetch five feature maps from the backbone

for detection, respectively with strides 4, 8, 16, 32, and 64.

Note that the resolution of the feature map with stride 4 is

80× 80, which is the highest resolution feature map used in

lightweight detectors.

Because of the high-resolution design, the computation

budget of the detection part becomes extremely high. We

adopt the SCConv module, specialized for both efficiency

and high resolution in FPN and RPN. As shown in Fig-

ure 1(d), the SCConv is a combination of a depth-wise con-

volution and a point-wise group convolution. Compared

with the vanilla depth-wise separable convolution, SCConv

further reduces the connections among channels.

Based on SCConv, we propose TinyFPN and TinyRPN

(Figure 1(d)). In TinyFPN, SCConv is applied after fea-

ture fusion, in place of the normal 3 × 3 convolutions. We

set larger group numbers, i.e., sparser connections, for SC-

Convs in the high-resolution pyramid levels to reduce the

computation cost. TinyRPN consists of an SCConv and

two sibling 1 × 1 convolutions for classification and regres-

sion respectively. The parameters of TinyRPN are shared

across all pyramid levels.

Experiment. We implement our TinyDet based on the

MMDetection toolbox. Our models are trained with batch

size 128 on 4 GPUs (32 images per GPU) for 240 epochs.

The SGD optimizer is used with momentum 0.9 and weight

decay 1E− 5. We linearly increase the learning rate from 0

to 0.35 in the first 500 iterations and then decay it to 1E−5

using the cosine anneal schedule. We detail the experiment

in Appendix A and report the average precision (AP) under

different IoUs for detecting objects in different scales.

We compare our TinyDet with other lightweight detec-

tors on the COCO test-dev2017 set in Figure 1(c). The re-

sults show that our models obviously outperform them with

fewer computation costs: TinyDet-S surpasses ThunderNet-

SNet146 by 2.4% AP with similar FLOPs; TinyDet-M sur-

passes ThunderNet-SNet535 by 2.3% AP with 76% FLOPs;

and TinyDet-L surpasses EfficientDet-D0 by 3.1% AP with

similar FLOPs. And TinyDet has better performance-

computation trade-offs than the automatically searched

lightweight detector (i.e., NAS-FPNLite [4]).

Besides, TinyDet models obtain extraordinary perfor-

mance in detecting small objects. With similar computation

cost (i.e., FLOPs), TinyDet-M achieves 13.5 APs, which is

over 100% improvement over ThunderNet-SNet535 [3] with

6.5 APs; and TinyDet-S achieves 9.6 APs, which is also over

100% improvement over ThunderNet-SNet146 with 4.6 APs.

TinyDet-L achieves the same 18.3 APs with YOLOv3, but

it only has 1/30 computation cost of YOLOv3.

We deploy TinyDet on two types of ARM CPUs using

Pytorch Mobile with single thread and without any opti-

mization. On Snapdragon 865 CPU, the inference time of

TinyDet-S/M/L is 103/179/312 ms. On Kirin 820 CPU, the

inference time of TinyDet-S/M/L is 133/236/386 ms.

Conclusion. In this study, we propose a series of

lightweight detectors named TinyDet. TinyDet is with good

performance-computation trade-offs (30.3 mAP with only

991 MFLOPs) and applicable to resource-constrained mo-

bile or edge devices. Besides, TinyDet is superior to other

lightweight detectors in small object detection.
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